Four types of boron nanotubes ͑BNTs͒ in the form of double-ring basic units are theoretically predicted. The structure, stability, and electronic properties of these stable BNTs are investigated by the first-principles calculations. The BNT formed by the basic unit with one hole every six atoms on each ring is found to be more stable than those with other three types of basic units. By increasing diameter for boron ring, the stability is enhanced. The density of state demonstrates that BNTs formed by these basic units are metallic.
1
Furthermore, since Boustani investigated the small boron clusters and postulated the "Aufbau principle," the boron nanostructures ͑quasiplane, ring, nanotube, and fullerene͒ have generated tremendous interest. Among these studies, boron nanotube ͑BNT͒ has specially attracted more attention because of its special properties superior to other onedimensional nanomaterials. The formation of BNT derived by the quasiplanar clusters was both theoretically predicted and experimentally synthesized.
2,3 Indeed, the existence of pure boron single-wall nanotubes has been confirmed in experimental studies. 5, 6 The structure and stability of basic unit play a key role for synthesizing nanotubes. It is well known that carbon nanotube is formed by rolling a single graphite layer into a cylinder. As far as the existence of BNT is concerned, one naturally postulates that the planar boron structure may be rolled into a BNT. The sheet models have been proposed in literature. 11 However, the boron sheet is not very stable for its large deformation and buckling, which is very different from the stable graphite sheet. Sheet model with holes, obtained by removing atoms from a flat triangular sheet has been suggested. 12, 13 Another possible kind of basic unit for synthesizing BNT is the double-ring tubular ͑DRT͒ clusters. Such idea is mainly based on the fact that the DRT configuration is the most stable structure among various isomers of B 20 , B 24 , B 30 , B 36 , and B 96 clusters. [20] [21] [22] [23] Moreover, the DRT clusters have been detected in experiments. 25 Our previous study also showed that for large sized boron clusters the three-ring tubular and DRT configuration are more stable than other ones. 26 Therefore, it is desirable to explore the stability, structure, and electronic properties of BNTs derived from the DRT clusters. In this letter, we report four types stable BNTs formed by the DRT clusters based on the results of binding energy and electronic properties.
We employed CASTEP 27 code within the generalized gradient approximation treated by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation potential 28 to perform first-principles calculations for exploring the structural and electronic properties of BNTs. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials were used. The calculations were performed using the plane-wave cutoff energy of 320 eV. The Brillouin zone sampling was performed using special k points generated by the Monkhorst-Pack scheme with parameters 1 ϫ 1 ϫ 7, which was used for the one dimensional infinite structures. The supercell geometry was taken to be a cubic cell with lattice constant sufficiently large to avoid interaction between the nanotubes ͑allowing at least 12 Å between nanotubes͒.
The basic units and corresponding BNT are displayed in Table I , including the number of boron atoms in each ring of these basic units, the B-B bond lengths, and the diameter of the ring. In order to well understand the basic units, the open double rings on them are shown in Fig. 2 . For the a-type nanotube, only the results of those nanotubes with 14 and 15 atoms on each ring are listed in this table. By increasing the ring diameter, a-type nanotube becomes buckled, the B-B bond length is shortened in each ring, but is lengthened between two rings. Figure 1 shows the a-type BNT and the buckled a-type one, of which the number of boron atoms are 15 and 18 on each ring, respectively. For the a-type nanotube, boron atoms on one ring do not form a circular configuration but a zigzagged structure. The results of the buckled a-type nanotubes are in excellent agreement with those reported in Ref. 11 . According to the average binding energy ͑E b ͒, buckled a-type nanotubes are more stable than a-type one. This is due to strong bonds of sp hybridization along the ring direction. 11 It is well known that pure boron compounds have neither a purely covalent nor a purely metallic behavior. The multicentered bonds exist in boron structures. The existence of three-centered bonding in a flat triangle sheet have been reported in previous work.
11 Tang et al. 12 confirmed that the triangle sheet has a surplus of electrons in antibonding states. The presence of these electrons reduces the stability of the flat sheet model and ultimately leads to the deformation of the flat triangle sheet into the buckled triangle sheet. Therefore, we attempt to discard boron atom on each ring of basic unit to check its stability. Interestingly, the E b of the b-, c-, and d-types nanotubes are higher than that of the a-type nanotube. Moreover, the electronic population of B-B bond between two rings is improved from 1.01 e of a-type to 1.25 e in b-type ones. In addition, the graphiticlike basic unit was optimized, but the zigzag nanotube is easily deformed.
For completeness on the description of the studied BNTs, it is important to analyze their structural and electronic properties. The B-B bonds of b-, c-, and d-types nanotubes are about 1.60 Å and is shorter than that of a-type one. Moreover, at the proximity of the discarded boron position, the B-B bond lengths are about 1.70 Å. The minimum bond lengths are 1.71 Å and 1.62 Å for ␣-and ␤-boron, respectively. [29] [30] [31] In well-known fullerene B 80 , 7 the neighboring B-B distances are about 1.727 Å for longer bond and 1.677 Å for shorter bond, respectively. The neighboring B-B distance becomes shorter on each ring, so the diameter of c-type nanotube is smaller than that of a-type one. For example, the average diameter is about 7.76 Å for a-type nanotube with 14 boron atoms on each ring, but the average diameter is 7.53 Å for c-type nanotube with 12 boron atoms on each ring, as shown in Table I .
We would like to discuss the difference in structures and energy between the present nanotubes and ones reported in Refs. 14 and 13. Tang and Ismail-Beigi 12 suggested two models of planar boron sheet ͑␣-sheet and ␤-sheet͒. Then, BNT formed by the ␣-sheet was studied by two groups. 13, 14 The main structural character of these nanotubes is that there are two boron atoms between the centers of two nearest neighboring holes ͑as shown in Fig. 1 For the binding energy, the present four-types of nanotubes are energetically competitive to those based on the TABLE I. The bond length between borons in each ring ͑L 1 ͒, the bond length between neighboring borons in two rings ͑L 2 ͒, the average diameter in each ring ͑D ave ͒, and the average binding energy per atom ͑E b ͒ of the four types BNTs. The data in brackets indicate the numbers of boron atoms on each ring. sheet model with holes reported in Refs. 13 and 14. The E b of zigzag nanotubes ͑9,0͒ and ͑12,0͒ with the diameters of 8.6 Å and 10.8 Å are about 5.95 eV/atom and 5.98 eV/atom, respectively. The E b is 5.97 eV/atom for armchair nanotube ͑7,7͒ with the diameter of 11.18 Å. It is shown in Table I that the E b is about 5.96 eV/atom for the nanotube with diameter of 11.15 Å and with eighteen atoms on each ring. Therefore, the stability is enhanced as the ring diameter increases. Figure 3 shows the density of state ͑DOS͒ for BNTs based on a, b, c, and d basic units. The number of boron atoms for these rings are 15, 16, 24, and 16, respectively. Clearly, the metallic behavior is illustrated by the existence of electron states at the Fermi level. To get a more understanding of the states on the Fermi level, the projected orbital density of states onto the s and p orbitals are displayed in Fig. 3 . As seen in this figure, the states at the Fermi level are dominated by the p orbital electrons. However, for the a-type nanotubes, electrons from s orbital also contribute to the states at the Fermi level. Moreover, the occurrence of pseudogap near the Fermi level indicates the enhanced stability of the c-and d-type nanotubes. Meanwhile, we calculated the total electron density ͑shown in Fig. 4͒ , which is evenly distributed inner and outer sides for a-type nanotube. As seen in Fig. 4 , a-type BNT is in a single layer structure. With the increment of diameter for each ring, the total electronic density has an anisotropic distribution for buckled a-type nanotube. The electronic density distribution of b-, c-, and d-types nanotubes are similar to that of a-type nanotube, except for the positions of the discarded boron atoms.
In conclusion, four types of stable BNTs formed by the DRT configuration are predicted according to the results of first-principles calculations. The calculated binding energy shows that they have a competing stability with the nanotubes formed by the boron sheets with holes. The highest binding energy of the BNT formed by c basic unit indicates its higher stability than the other three types. The calculated DOS shows that the four types of nanotubes are all metallic. Moreover, the results of binding energy imply that the nanotubes formed by the b, c, and d units are more stable than those formed by the basic unit a, which are mainly due to the strengthening of B-B bond between two rings by discarded atoms.
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